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Robot-assisted gait training for stroke patients: current state of art and perspectives


Abstract

In this review, we give a brief outline of robot-mediated gait training for stroke patients, as an important field emerging in rehabilitation. Technological innovations are allowing rehabilitation to move towards more integrated processes, with improved efficiency and less long-term impairments. In particular, robot-mediated neurorehabilitation is a rapidly advancing field, which uses robotic systems, often coupled with virtual reality haptic interfaces and emerging theories in neuroscience, to define new methods for treating neurological injuries such as stroke, spinal cord injury, and traumatic brain injury. The use of robots in gait training can enhance rehabilitation, following neuroscientific principles that justify the use of the robot. The field of robot-mediated neurorehabilitation brings challenges to both bioengineering and clinical practice. This paper reviews the state of art (including commercially available systems) and perspectives of robotics in post-stroke rehabilitation for walking recovery. A critical revision, including the problems at stake regarding robotic clinical use will also be presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a leading cause of movement disability in the U.S. and Europe [1]. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that in Europe stroke events will increase by 30% between 2000 and 2025 [2]. The proportion of patients achieving independence in self-care by one year after a stroke ranges from around 60% to 83% [3] and between 10% and 15% of survivors resident in a clinical institution during one year. Concerning mobility recovery, a 2008 study showed that about 50% of patients with stroke leave the rehabilitation hospital on a wheelchair, less than 15% are able to walk indoor without aids, less than 10% are outdoor, and less than 5% are able to climb stairs [4]. Post stroke rehabilitation demand will increase in the next future, leading to stronger pressure on healthcare budgets. For example, in the USA, the estimated direct and indirect cost of stroke in 2010 was $73.7 billion, and the mean lifetime cost of ischemic stroke was estimated at $140,048 [5]. For ethical reasons, in adjunction to the above reported economical reasons, an increase of rehabilitation efficacy is mandatory. New technologies, early discharge after intensive training, home rehabilitation are among the innovations proposed for achieving this. The current literature suggests that rehabilitative interventions are more effective if they ensure early, intensive, task-specific and multisensory stimulation, with both bottom-up and top-down integration, favoring brain plasticity [REF revisione belda lois?, Masiero et al Expert Review]. In fact, there is growing evidence that the motor system is plastic following stroke and that motor training can aid, particularly in the first 3 months [9]. Neuroplasticity can lead to recovery mechanisms and functional adaptation resulting from global changes in neuronal organization. It is associated with changes in excitatory/inhibitory balance and the spatial extent and activation of cortical maps and structural remodeling [10].

The present review aims at exploiting, following user-centered principles, the clinical efficacy of the robotic devices and their role in the next generation of rehabilitation protocols.
What can a robot add to a walking neurorehabilitation program?

One of the main goals for stroke patients is the return to independency in walking. In the light of the recent developments in rehabilitation technology, it is necessary to understand what role a robot has in optimizing walk recovery.

New findings in neuroscience and translational researches from animal models showed that neurorehabilitation requires the following: increasing the therapy dosage and intensity [11], high repetitiveness [12], task-oriented exercises [13] and combination of top-down and bottom-up approaches (e.g., non-invasive brain stimulation with robot therapy as in [14 krakauer]).

As aforementioned, the best time for boosting plasticity-dependent recovery is within 3 months from the stroke event. On the other hand, animal models have shown that an increased therapy within 5 days from the stroke can enlarge brain damage and favor spasticity [14 krakauer].

Robotic systems are well suited to produce intensive, task-oriented motor training for moving the patient’s limbs under the supervision/help of a therapist, as part of an integrated set of rehabilitation tools that would include other new devices [seven capital devices] as well as simpler and more traditional ones [15]. In this context, robots would enhance conventional post-stroke rehabilitation via intense and task oriented training.
Robotic rehabilitation versus or together with Physiotherapy?

A recently updated Cochrane revision of 17 trials, including 837 participants, showed that robotic gait training combined with physiotherapy might improve recovery of independent walking in post-stroke patients. This review also highlighted that determining the frequency, duration, and timing (after stroke) for the robotic gait training to be the most effective, is still an open problem. Assessing the benefit duration also requires further research.[33]

The use of robots should not replace the neurorehabilitation therapy performed by a physiotherapist. Robots, as all technological devices, must be considered as a tool in the hands of the physiotherapist and never rehabilitative “per se”. [editorial Morone] In fact, the robot can alleviate all labor-intensive phases of physical rehabilitation, hence allow the physiotherapist to focus on functional rehabilitation during individual training, and to supervise several patients at the same time during robot-assisted therapy sessions. With this approach, the expertise and time of physiotherapists is optimized, increasing at the same time the rehabilitation program efficacy and the efficiency [17].

With respect to conventional therapy alone, the addition of robotic intervention brings another important advantage: it allows an on-line and off-line instrumented, quantitative (hence, objective) evaluation of several parameters related to patient performance. These include: range of motion, velocity, smoothness of movements, amount of forces, etc.

Thus, robotic systems may be used not only to produce simple and repetitive stereotyped movement patterns, as in the case of most of the existing devices, but also to generate a more complex, controlled multisensory stimulation of the patient. This includes, but is not limited to, the assessment of the patient’s performance with a biofeedback or with a report. The impact of rehabilitation technology could be improved by making the nervous system experience "real" activity-related sensorimotor input during upper limb training [9]. This would produce a level of interaction and stimulation that is higher than that experienced during usual hand-over-hand therapy.

The three laws of neurorobots for walking recovery

A recent review, inspired by Isaac Asimov’s famous three laws of robotics and based on the most recent studies in neurorobotics, proposed 3 similar laws valid for neurorehabilitation robots. The objective is to propose guidelines for designing and using such robots [Iosa et al. The 3 laws of neurorobotics]. These laws were driven by the ethical need for safe and effective robots, by the redefinition of their role as therapist helpers, and by the need for clear and transparent human-machine interfaces. The three laws are:
1) a neurorobot shall not injure a patient or let him/her come to harm;
2) a neurorobot must obey the therapist’s orders, except if such orders is in conflict with the First Law;
3) a neurorobot must adapt its behaviour to the patients’ abilities in a transparent way, except if this is in conflict with the First or Second law.

Although the first law may seem obvious, in [Iosa et al. The 3 laws of neurorobotics] the term “harm” has been redefined to include all possible damage for patients, including time wasted on an ineffective, inefficient or even detrimental robot. In fact, many robots are commercialized without proving their quality. Hence, this law implies that robot usage should be at least as safe and effective as other treatments, implying that it should have a higher benefit-to-risk ratio than human administered treatments.

The second law recalls that neurorobots are in the first place tools in the hands of therapists, just as medical robots for surgeons. Robots should “disobey” clinicians’ orders only if their sensors highlight that a potential risk for the patient can be provoked by that order. This highlights the importance of sensors, which is at the base of the adaptability and autonomy of any robotic system.

This last aspect is reinforced in the third law, that claims the importance of artificial intelligence as a support for human intelligence, with real-time adaptation to the continuously monitored and measured patient’s ability.

Theoretical and practical robotic support to gait rehabilitation

A common feature of gait training robots is the possibility to support (partially or totally) the body weight and the movement of patients.

Body weight support seems to be the condition sine qua non for facilitating gait recovery with robotic devices [REF Iosa 2011]. Other desired features of rehabilitation robots are: their ability to provide therapy for long periods, in a consistent and precise manner, without causing fatigue; their adaptability to perform in different functional modes and with various automated functions [16]. To restore gait, in fact, clinicians prefer a task-specific repetitive approach [27] and in recent years better outcomes have been achieved with higher intensities of walking practice programs [28,29].
Another role of robotic devices is to facilitate the administration, to non-ambulatory patients, of intensive and highly repetitive training of complex gait cycles, something a single therapist cannot easily do alone.

With respect to treadmill training with partial body weight support, yet another advantage of these robotic devices may be the reduced effort for therapists: they no longer need to set the paretic limbs or assist trunk movements [32].

A secondary but important aspect related to body weight support and to robotic rehabilitation in general is the possibility of favoring the restoration of an adequate level of cardiorespiratory efficiency. Despite this aspect is rarely taken into account in evaluating robotic efficiency, De Lussu et al 2014 [REF JNER De Lussu et al 2014] have shown that robotic gait training reduces energy-consumption and cardiorespiratory load. In fact, for severely impaired neurological patients, robotic walk training allows an early verticalization without the risk of increasing spasticity on antigravitational muscles, hence avoiding deconditioning that would worsen cardiologic comorbidities. This is a very important feature, if one considers that over 85% of stroke patients suffer from cardiovascular comorbidities [REF De lussu].

Energy consumption and cardiorespiratory load during walking with robot-assistance seems to depend not only body-weight support, but also on factors such as: robot type, walking speed, and amount of effort. These parameters could be adjusted in robotic rehabilitation to make it more or less energy-consumming and stressful for the cardiorespiratory system. [Disabil Rehabil Assist Technol. 2016 Oct 20:1-15. The immediate effects of robot-assistance on energy consumption and cardiorespiratory load during walking compared to walking without robot-assistance: a systematic review.Lefeber N1,2,3, Swinnen E1,2,3, Kerckhofs E1,2,3.]

**Ghost in the shell: the neglected role of psychological aspects in robotic rehabilitation**

The patients’ engagement and participation in exercises is considered as a key factor to increase rehabilitation performances and therefore boost plasticity [REF]. During robotic assisted therapy, this can be achieved via extrinsic feedback of serious game scenarios, where the known scores assess the patients’ performance [19]. The acceptance of robotic technology by patients and physiotherapists may be an issue per se, although there is no evidence of this for the devices developed to date.

Nevertheless, not all patients, especially the elderly, accept to be treated with a robot, and [Bragoni et al.] has shown that anxiety may reduce the efficacy of robotic walking training.
In the future, the cultural gap between technology providers, rehabilitation professionals, and end users should be filled thanks to: 1) dissemination of technological knowledge, 2) diffusion of increasingly user-friendly and safer technology.

**Machines for walking rehabilitation**

A complete review of all the machines developed worldwide is very difficult to realize, also because of the number of prototypes tested within the scientific community.

Firstly, it is necessary to clarify the difference between a robot and other electromechanical devices. The Robot Institute of America defines a robot as “a programmable, multi-functional manipulator designed to move material, parts or specialized devices through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks” [REF 9 di Seven capital devices]. Hence, in contrast with the popular – and erroneous - perception (which includes, e.g., kitchen aids), a robot is by definition capable of mobility, with various levels of autonomy.

Based on this definition, an incomplete list of commercial robot walk trainers includes: Gait Trainer (RehaStim, Berlin), Geo (RehaStim, Berlin), Lokomat (Hocoma, Switzerland); Tibion Bionic Leg (Tibion Bionic Technologies, USA), eLEGS (UC Berkeley/Ekso Bionics, USA), ReWalk (Argo Medical Technologies, Israel), REX (Rex Bionics, New Zealand). Another list may include single or multiple prototypes such as: Lopes, Lopes 2 (developed at the University of Twente, The Netherlands), Knexo (for single leg rehabilitation training, Vrije Univeristy Brussel, Belgium), Alex (for single leg rehabilitation training, University of Delaware, USA), Mindwalker (assistive exoskeleton for spinal cord injured patients, Delft University), VanderBilt Exoskeleton (VanderBilt University, USA), Hercule (CEA-LIST/R3BD, France).

These devices can be classified according to the motion they apply to the patient’s body. For instance, “Exoskeletons” move all joints, whereas “End-effector robots” move only the feet, or if they move patients, “static” vs. “dynamic” devices [Iosa et al. 2012 Seven Capital Devices].

Exoskeletons are outfitted with programmable drives or passive elements, which move the limb joints during training. For example, during robotic walk training, ankles, knees and hips can be controlled during the gait phases.

On end-effector robots, the patient’s extremities (feet) are placed on a support (foot-plate), that imposes specific trajectories, simulating the stance and swing phases during gait training.
Among static devices, id est devices designed for performing motion in place, and not around the environment, the most common ones are the Lokomat, a robotic exoskeleton, the Gait Trainer and GEO, both electromechanical end-effectors.

Lokomat [58] is a robotic gait orthosis combined with a harness-supported body weight system, used in combination with a treadmill. The main difference with treadmill training is that the patient’s legs are guided according to a pre-programmed gait pattern.

Gait Trainer is based on a double crank and rocker gear system. In contrast with treadmills, it consists of two foot-plates positioned on two bars, two rockers and two cranks, which provide the propulsion. The foot-plates symmetrically generate the stance and swing phases [30]. Again, the main difference with treadmill training is that gait training is automated and supported by an electromechanical solution.

GEO System (Reha Technology AG; Olten, Switzerland; eo comes from Latin for “I walk”) is based on the end-effector principle and was designed to minimize the therapeutic effort needed for relearning walking and stair climbing. The trajectories of the foot-plates and the vertical and horizontal movements of the centre of mass are fully programmable. The device is an evolution of the HapticWalker, a research prototype with limited clinical applicability because of its dimensions [62].

In recent years, extensive research efforts have been dedicated to dynamic exoskeletons for neurorehabilitation, as well as military applications (e.g., to augment the soldiers’ walking functions). Robotic hip-knee-ankle-foot exoskeletal orthoses have become commercially available and may post-stroke patients to stand and walk again. These devices also have applications beyond mobility, e.g., exercise, amelioration of secondary complications related to lack of ambulation, and promotion of neuroplasticity. Wearable exoskeletons are recently developed technologies that allow walking on a hard flat surface (chen g et al 2013 review lower extremity robot). The device incorporates the actuator that moves the patients’ leg during the gait cycle, through a pre-programmed and near normal gait cycle. [wereable robot Molteni EJPRM 2017] Preliminary results showed the possibility of performing individual walking training on patients with subacute and chronic stroke. [wereable robot Molteni EJPRM 2017].

Almost all functional exoskeletons rely on additional support aids to assure balance. Healthy users would perform the proper foot placement and other actions to assure balance stability. Instead, impaired people, would need additional means like crutches.

**From efficacy for all to all for efficacy**
Most studies on walking neurorehabilitation robots focus on their effectiveness, giving controversial results. For instance, [71] showed that patients who receive robot-assisted gait training in combination with physiotherapy gain independent walking more easily than patients trained without these devices. However, clinical trials suggest that manual therapy may still be more effective than robotic gait training both in subacute and in chronic phases [72,73]. The reason may be a reduction in voluntary postural control during robot-assisted gait training, due to the pelvis and trunk restraint coupled with the passive swing assistance provided by the robotic system employed in the studies [72].

In the complex scenario of gait recovery robots, it is fundamental to understand the clinical meaning of each design feature, such as body weight support (a “conditio sine qua non”), especially for training non ambulatory patients in an intensive and safe manner [80].

Both end-effectors and exoskeleton robotic devices, have their own strengths and weaknesses. It is therefore important to consider the rationale of the two types of devices and the related benefits or disadvantages of each.

In particular, end-effector walking devices allow the patient to extend his/her knee with more freedom. Also, the task of maintaining balance may be more demanding (since the required degree of balance depends on the harness setup and on whether or not the patient is holding the hand rails). An advantage of exoskeletons is that gait cycles can be controlled more easily. We are not aware of any studies directly comparing different electromechanical devices for gait rehabilitation in patients with a cerebral damage, with exception of a single case report [81].

Interestingly, these two robotic solutions train patients in two different ways in terms of constriction/freedom of patients' ability. For this reason, they should not be seen as alternative, but complementary: each one represents the best option for a specific kind of patient impairment.

It is important to understand how different robotic approaches will respond to different rehabilitation problems and patients (Fig.2), and to all users (patients, therapist, clinicians) needs in general. As affirmed recently by Cochrane [33], it is imperative to define the characteristics of patients that may benefit the most from robotic therapy.

Most studies aim at answering the question: “are robotic devices effective for all kind of post-stroke patients?”. However, [Morone 2012] has highlighted the need for changing this question into: “for whom are robotic devices the most effective?”. The goal should not be to test the efficacy for all patients, but to dispose of all the possibilities for improving efficacy. For instance, the least affected patients would rather benefit from device-free
conventional overground training, to avoid artificial interventions that may alter recovery of their physiological patterns [Morone 2012].

A key point for the diffusion and correct use of new technologies is to know for which patients and which rehabilitation phase each type of technology is more beneficial. Following this principle, Morone and co-workers found that patients with more severe motor legs impairments are those who benefit the most from robotic-assisted therapy in combination with conventional therapy [82,83]. This finding likely results from the augmented intensity of robotic therapy, as compared to conventional therapy (especially for the most impaired patients). Conversely, patients with a greater voluntary motor function in the affected limb can perform intensive training also during conventional therapy. Neurorehabilitators may prefer less constrained and more variable exercises in these patients. This idea has been confirmed by results showing that in already ambulant patients, over ground walk training is more effective for improving balance and preventing falls [84]. Patients may benefit from machines providing external support, until they recover the capacity of walking over ground, unsupported. Robots can favour this recovery allowing a progressive decrease of external support matching the patients’ level of gait dependency [83]. Thus, the question needs to be changed from “Are robotic devices effective for rehabilitation?” to “Who may benefit the most from robotic rehabilitation”?

![Figure. Theoretical schema combining patient’s level of ability with best possible solution in terms of motor constriction.](image)
Current perspective and open problems

According to the present literature, it is not yet clear how different rehabilitation approaches contribute to restorative processes of the central nervous systems after stroke.

Combining different technologies should be a promising approach, where each one facilitates the other. This is the case of vibrational therapy coupled to robotic use [REF] or of non invasive stimulation (tDCS and TMS) associated with robotic walking training [REF]. In particular, non-invasive brain stimulation (transcranial direct current stimulation) associated with robots provided limited results [89,90], unless the parameters were properly tuned according to the candidate patients [91].

At this step, the role of the clinical researcher becomes to investigate if the available robot is effective or not. This corresponds to changing the research question from “is the robotic technology effective?” to “which patients is this technology effective for?” as suggested by Morone et al. [83,97]. This new paradigm will increase robotic effectiveness and diffusion within the rehabilitation team.

Some other points should be considered. Despite most studies claim that robots would increase rehabilitation intensity, repetition of tasks alone is not sufficient to guide neural plasticity (Plautz et al; 2000). Furthermore, most robots replicate physiological patterns, not always achievable by patients. The approach is analogous to training football players with many matches, without focusing on specific aspects, to be improved separately. Actually, robots seem to partially emulate PhT skills, and in general provide constant assistance, without taking into account the patients’ ability (Sanguineti et al; 2009). Instead, they should be tools in the hands of therapists for improving their skills (as claimed in the three laws of neurorobots [Iosa et al. 2016]).

This leads to the need for active on-board control algorithms combined with functional motor learning tasks, to improve participation, required assistance and error augmentation, (Krishnan et al; 2013; Wang et al 2009)

Finally, most of the robots commercialized nowadays are based on the “a priori” idea that walking is an automatic subcortical ability. However, this aspect was recently re-considered:
from a biomechanical point of view, by reviewing the role of the trunk from a passive (Perry; 1990) to an active actor (Iosa et al. Development and decline of upright gait stability),

- from a neurological point of view, in which the conventional bottom-up approach has been integrated in a Top down approach (Belda-Lois M; et al 2011; Iosa et al; 2014),

- from a neuromechanic point of view, in which structures and functions are strictly connected around specific harmonic points of equilibrium that maximize the efficiency of walking [Iosa et al. 2016 Anthropometry and Golden Ratio; Dzelaidini 2014; Serrao et al. submitted].
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